[Clinical algorithms in the treatment of status epilepticus in children].
The clinical algorithm is a text format that is specially suited for presenting a sequence of clinical decisions, for teaching clinical decision making, and for guiding patient care. Clinical algorithms are compared as to their clinical usefulness with decision analysis. We have tried to make clinical algorithm for managing status epilepticus in children that can be applicable to our conditions. Most of the algorithms that are made on this subject include drugs and procedures that are not available at our hospital. We identified performance requirement, defined the set of problems to be solved as well as who would solve them, developed drafts in several versions and put them in the discussion with experts in this field. Algorithm was tested and revised and graphical acceptability was achieved. In the algorithm we tried to clearly define how the clinician should make the decision and to be provided with appropriate feedback. In one year period of experience in working we found this algorithm very useful in managing status epilepticus in children, as well as in teaching young doctors the specifities of algorithms and this specific issue. Their feedback is that they find that it provides the framework for facilitating thinking about clinical problems. Sometimes we hear objection that algorithms may not apply to a specific patient. This objection is based on misunderstanding how algorithms are used and should be corrected by a proper explanation of their use. We conclude that methods should be sought for writing clinical algorithms that represent expert consensus. A clinical algorithm can then be written for many areas of medical decision making that can be standardized. Medical practice would then be presented to students more effectively, accurately and understood better.